Questions and Answers for Request for Qualifications (RFQ) 2012-02
Bond Counsel Services

Question 1:

We wanted to confirm that section A.4 under General Information in Section Six of the RFQ is in fact to be considered a Threshold item, as listed in the points table of the Evaluation Process in Section Seven. We note that in the prior bond counsel RFQ in 2007, section A.4, which contained a different and now deleted topic, was denoted in the text as a Threshold item. The current section A.4 (formerly A.5 in 2007), relating to challenges to housing bond issuers, is not denoted in the text as a Threshold item but is listed as such in the points table. Thank you for providing clarification on this matter.

Answer:

Yes, section A.4 is considered a Threshold item.
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